AMENDMENT TO SENATE RESOLUTION #1410

Title: New Arena Student Seating

Dated: November 4, 1981

Revised: November 12, 1981

Sponsor: Jim Stephens

1. Whereas the students of the University of Wyoming are loyal supporters
2. of the Wyoming Cowboy Basketball team, and whereas the current proposed
3. seating plan for the new arena places the student supporters of the
4. basketball team across the floor from the team and only allows for
5. seating from mid-court to end-line area as opposed to the present seating
6. from base-line to base-line in Memorial Fieldhouse, directly behind the
7. teams; Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the Associated Students
8. of the University of Wyoming that seating be given directly behind the
9. team's and seating be extended from base-line to base-line.
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